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liligo.com for iPad becomes even  
better with new feature 

 
 
liligo.com pushes its mobile services even further with this new version of liligo.com for iPad, 
released in June. The app includes the website’s popular “Price Map” tool, an extremely 
useful tool to find flight tickets by price and destination. 
 
The Price Map is a great new tool for finding destination inspiration and the cheap flights to get you 
there. The user chooses their departure city, departure month and preferences (budget, flight 
duration, destination temperature). All the possible destinations are then displayed on the map 
alongside the best flight price for each one. 
 

 
 
 
What makes the new iPad app so good? 
 

• User can organise their trip form A to Z by searching for flights, hotels and car hires.  
• The ergonomic app design makes sure that navigation is comfortable and easy. The app is 

also available in 7 different languages.  
• One universal iPhone and iPad application means the app is automatically synched between 

all iOS devices. 
 
 
 



The latest improvements to liligo.com for iPhone: 
 
liligo.com has also taken a look at its iPhone application and has made a few adjustments to make it 
even better than before. 
 

• Bug fixes for iOS 7 users, particularly on multi-destination searches and fare alerts. 
• Geolocation has been optimised for hotel searches. 

 
liligo.com has improved its mobile services significantly with this update, making sure that users 
can take advantage of its travel search technology anywhere, at any time. 

 
 

 

 

About liligo.com 

liligo.com is the first travel search engine to integrate hundreds of sites (travel agencies, airline companies 
including 70 low cost, tour operators, hotels…) and allows travellers to access all available on-line travel 
solutions, sorted and presented objectively. Comprehensive, exhaustive, innovative, objective, liligo.com is 
dedicated to helping the user find their holidays and trips as simply as possible. Available in 11 European 
countries and attracting almost 3 million unique visitors a month, liligo.com is a product of Findworks 
Technologies, a fifty person start-up founded by Pierre Bonelli, Bertrand de la Ruelle, Xavier Corbel and 
Mikaël Quilfen in 2005. 
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